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Sally SpeCtra IS pregnant on “young and reStleSS!”
By Donald Thompson

HOLLYWOOD—It was bound
to happen people. Sally Spectra
is pregnant on “The Young
and the Restless” and she has
no idea who the father of her
child could be. Is it Adam Newman or is it Nick Newman.
Yeah, we have witnessed a similar tale between brothers. Remember that time Sage got
pregnant and the audience didn’t know if the child belonged
to Adam or Nick? Looks like a
bit of déjà vu all over again.
Sally is in a spiral as she
spilled the news to Chloe, who
was certain the child belonged
to Nick that was until Sally disclosed she slept with Adam in
a moment of ‘closure.’ Yeah, if
sleeping with someone you’re
no longer with is a sign of
‘closure’ than I need my head
examined because that logic
makes no sense at all! There are
two questions to be asked: 1)
Will Sally keep the baby? 2)
What does she plan to tell Nick
and Adam? They’re both going
to think they’re the father of
the child and this can make
things very contentious for the
brothers who are already battling for the affection of the
same woman.
I loved Adam and Sally together. Their chemistry was
epic. When she hooked up with
Nick I didn’t buy it at first, but
I warmed up to it, so seeing
them together would be fun
people. I’ll admit it would be
nice to see Nick victorious over
his brother for once when it
comes to getting the girl. With

Sally Spectra is pregnant on "The Young and the Restless." Photo courtesy of
"Y&R" Facebook page.
that said, a relationship hanging by a thread is Lily and Billy. The writers just need to
end this. There is no chemistry
between these two, and Lily is
better paired with Daniel and
Billy with Chelsea. The writing
is on the wall for Chelsea and
Billy who have gotten significantly close since he prevented her from taking her life
several weeks ago.
Victoria is a bit jealous as she
sees Connor and Johnny bonding. Hello Victoria, they are
brothers, they are going to
bond and you cannot stop or
control that. However, the interesting development with
Victoria appears to be her burgeoning relationship with Nate
Hastings. It feels like a romance could be brewing between these two. Very interesting considering Nate is
known for cheating on his significant other, and I wonder
how Elena would respond if
that occurred to her. Another

romance I am looking at is the
pairing of Sharon and Chance.
I like where the writers are
headed with this one, slow,
but steadily building their
friendship as Devon and Abby
grow at the same time.
Will Devon and Nate ever
be close again? Who knows,
family is family, but if you
were to ask me if they should
go into business it would never happen if I’m being honest.
No way no chance. Nate cannot
be trusted on that front. I guess
the last thing to talk about
which is starting to bore me
greatly is the Jeremy Stark, Diane Jenkins drama. Diane is
deathly afraid of this man
which has Kyle and Jack worried. Jack has gotten very close
to his former lover, sharing a
steamy kiss on New Year’s, just
as Phyllis has found herself
upset by Summer taking Diane’s side over hers.
Yes, Summer is facing major
heat from Phyllis warning her

daughter that she is making a
mistake by aligning with Diane
and I must agree. There is
something Diane is keeping
that she doesn’t want Kyle,
Jack and the others to find
out. Just sending Jeremy to
prison is not enough to be rattled. He has something on her
and I think it is quite big. I
would love as a viewer to be
clued in on this massive secret
that is still being kept under
lock and key people.
Diane and Jack has developed
some sort of a plan to take care
of Jeremy, but I sense the plan
is not going to go the way they
plan and Jeremy might gain
more leverage than what Diane
and Jack want. Viewers will
just have to wait and see what
happens here, just as Tucker is
still sleeping with Audra while
wooing Ashley, who has no
idea that Tucker is playing her
once again. When the truth is
revealed it should be fun on
“Y&R.”

StartIng the neW year rIght!
By Rose Quintiliano

HOLLYWOOD—A reminder
that this life is fleeting and it
is fickle, and no one, not me or
anyone I know, has another
day, let alone another second
promised to them. So love
louder my friends. Hold the
people you care about so much
tighter. Be kinder to everyone
you meet cause you have no
idea what they are going
through. Teach that voice in
your head to be nicer to yourself. And don’t waste a second
of your time on anything that
doesn’t bring you happiness.
None of us knows what tomorrow will bring. We need to
savor every moment as it flies
by. Every minute. Better live it.
Happy New Year everyone.
What a way to start the New
Year! Soccer superstar Cristiano Ronaldo is joining Saudi Arabian club team Al Nassr
in a deal that will see him play
until June 2025. The Saudi
club quoted Ronaldo as saying
he is “eager to experience a
new football league in a different country.” The 37-yearold Portugal team captain is a
free agent after leaving major
British club Manchester United following a dramatic fallout
with some of its management.
The news of Ronaldo’s signing last Friday follows months
of rumors and speculation as
to whether he would join a
Saudi team, as more than one
had made sizable offers in the
hundreds of millions of dollars. This past summer he
turned down an offer from a
different Saudi club, Al Hilal,
which would have given him a
roughly $370 million contract
over a number of years. At the
time, he chose to stay at Manchester United, claiming he
was happy there. According to
published reports, Ronaldo’s

Cristiano Ronaldo. Photo courtesy Kelly Limoncelli.
salary with Al Nassr is estimated at $200 million per
year when commercials agreements are included-which, if
confirmed, would be the
largest-ever salary in the history of the sport.
Ronaldo, 37, is at retirement age for a professional
soccer player, so his signing
extends his career with a significant financial return. He
arrived January 2, 2023 with
his family in his private jet in
Saudi Arabia to start a new
chapter in his career. His partner Georgina was traveling
with him as well. Ronaldo,
according to published reports
will be officially unveiled as an
Al Nassr player on Tuesday,
January 3, at a welcome ceremony at the club’s 25,000-capacity Mrsool Park stadium.
Ronaldo before arriving in
Saudi Arabia uploaded a short
video for his Instagram story
of himself on the plane, In the
video, he was smiling and told
his new fans: “I’ll see you
soon.”

Ronaldo’s contract at Manchester United saw him earning an eye-dropping $605,000
per week. He is one of the
highest-paid athletes in the
world. He deserves every penny of it. He suffered so much
at a tender age being sent to
Sporting Club in Lisbon, Portugal from his hometown of
Madeira. The Al Nassr contract will reportedly see Ronaldo taking home more than
$1 million per week. The club
Al Nassr, founded in Riyadh in
1955, is one of Saudi Arabia’s
oldest soccer clubs and has
won nine Saudi Premier
League titles. The team’s current manager is French national Rudi Garcia, who has an
impressive resume. It includes
managing top-tier European
clubs like Roma, Lille and
Olympique de Marseille.
Ronaldo is the highest goalscorer in the history of professional soccer, with a total of
819 career goals scored as of
the end of 2022. He scored 450
goals for Real Madrid, 145

goals in 346 games for Manchester United, 118 for the
Portuguese national team and
101 for Italian club Juventus.
Besides his soccer achievements his social media presence is amazing. He became
the first athlete to surpass a
combined 500 million followers on Twitter, Facebook and
Instagram in 2021 and currently has 525 million Instagram followers alone.
Ronaldo played in his last
World Cup during the Qatar
2022 tournament, setting a
new record as the first man to
score in five different FIFA
World Cups when he made
the winning goal against
Ghana. The Portuguese team
unfortunately was later
knocked out of the tournament by Morocco.
Rose’s Scoop: This month
marks my 22-year anniversary writing for this paper.
Thank you for your readership
and support! Love you all!

reggae artISt Jo MerSa Marley dIeS at 31
By Sharon Stice

MIAMI, FL—On Tuesday, December 27, Joseph, “Jo Mersa”
Marley, musician, and grandson
of Bob Marley died at the age of
31. His agent confirmed his
death to Rolling Stones magazine. The reggae star, according
to WZPP radio, Joseph was
found in his vehicle in MiamiDade county, Florida. The cause
of death is unknown at this
time.
Like his grandfather Bob,
and his father Stephen, Jo Mersa was a Jamaican Reggae
artist. His recent single was
“Hurting Inside.” The albums
(EPs) “Kabaka Pyramid,” and
“Eternal,” were both released in
2021. His first album (EP)
“Comfortable” was released in
2014.
According to reports, Joseph
Marley lived in Jamaica, attending Saint Peter and Paul
Preparatory School. He moved
to Florida as a teenager and
graduated from Palmetto High

Jo Mersa Marley.
School. The young Marley studied studio engineering at Miami Dade College.
Jo Mersa’s grandfather, Bob,
was an accomplished Jamaicanborn reggae singer who is re-

membered as one of the pioneers of the genre. Bob Marley
died in 1981 at the age of 36
from Melanoma cancer that
spread to his vital organs. Prior to his death, Bob survived an

assassination attempt that was
suspected to be politically motivated. Bob became known as,
“Rastafari,” as his young grandson, Joseph became known as
“Jo Mersa.”

“lIttle people, BIg World” SeaSon FInale reCap
By LaDale Anderson

HOLLYWOOD—This latest season of the reality series “Little
People, Big World” has been intriguing. The audience is still
witnessing the fallout of that
farm deal that fell apart between Matt Roloff and his son
Zach Roloff regarding Roloff
Farms. Whatever happened
during that meeting with Zach,
Tori, Caryn and Matt had to be
so explosive that it created a rift
that just does not seem it will
be repaired anytime soon people.
The bulk of the narrative revolved around the changes in
Pumpkin Season as Matt came
to the realization that his decision not to keep the family
home with one of the kids in
the Roloff clan has caused a
major division. As a result,
Chris and Amy partook in
Pumpkin Season to help Matt
and Caryn, however, it was apparent that Amy was very apprehensive about participating in the chaos; Chris on the
other hand was all in. Yes,
Chris and Matt have an odd
bromance and I know that is
very odd and awkward for Amy
who finds herself spending a bit
more time with her ex-husband
than she pleases.
Zach and Tori are completely over the Roloff Farm and had
no desire to partake in Pumpkin Season. Was it a bit odd and
heartbreaking to witness? Yes,

The season finale of "Little People, Big World" was
full of surprises for viewers. Photo courtesy of TLC
Facebook page.
but Zach had his stance and even more stress for Zach and
had no plans to participate. Tori who have gone from two
He and Tori are enjoying their kids to three kids. Zach and
family in Washington and company decided to go kayakplanned to go camping with ing which was hilarious as Lila
Amy and Chris joining along was not having a good time at
the way. It is very apparent all. She had the biggest face of
Zach is hurt by what tran- disappointment while in that
spired with his father and the kayak. Discussions about the
farm and to be honest seeing farm were highlighted between
Zach, Tori and their family on Zach and Tori who made it
the farm would have been clear to Amy and Chris they
great.
would not be attending or visJackson and Lila are so cute iting Matt for Pumpkin Season.
and seeing them grow up and A bridge has been burned and
develop their own personalities I’m not sure if it will ever be reon the series is such a treat. paired.
Throw in Josiah and that is
Chris loved partaking in the

Pumpkin Season personal
tours, just as Amy and Chris
got an invitation to see the
farmhouse as it’s been staged to
allow people to rent the property to the public. Matt is a bit
of a control freak, so this
should be intriguing to see
how he navigates this situation.
It was tough seeing that footage
of Amy and Matt when they
were married and living their
life on the farm with the kids.
I’m still baffled to see them divorce after nearly 20 years of
marriage. I thought they would
last the test of time, but she’s
happy with Chris.
Being back in that home was
quite tough for Amy I can understand why she didn’t want to
go back into that home. The
house being available for rental
to the family when they couldn’t purchase it is just baffling.
Yeah, Amy said it best: none of
the kids would rent the property. It is definitely not going to
see Jeremy or Zach rent the
property, and Molly Jo has been
MIA for years since she grew up
and left for college and Jacob
left the show for personal reasons years ago. Things ended a
bit tenuous this season so I am
eager to see if this farm drama
continues when the series returns or rather the audience
will see new things and horizons. We will have to wait and
see.

rap Star theophIluS london reported MISSIng
By Sharon Stice

LOS ANGELES—On December
28, the Los Angeles Police Department issued a news release requesting the public’s
help finding rapper, Theopolis
London, better known as
“Theopolis.”
His family filed a missing persons report the week of Christmas telling police that he was
last seen in the “Skid Row,”
area of Los Angeles on October
15, at approximately 12 p.m.
The family lost all contact with
Theopolis and there has been
no activity on his social media
accounts.
He has participated in rap,
hip-hop and R&B music.
Theophilus released three albums including, “Times Are
Weird These Days,” in 2011
and was featured with fellow
musician, Young Franco on
“Get Your Money,” in September 2022. His third album,
“Vibes,” was released by Warn-

Theophilus in 2012.
er Records. “Bebey,” was under
Theophilus own label, “My Be-

bey.”
He was nominated for a

Grammy Award in 2016 for
Best Rap Performance for his
feature alongside Beatles star,
Paul McCartney on Kanye
West’s single “All Day.”
Theophilus London was born
in Trinidad and Tobago and
was raised in Brooklyn, New
York. Police described London
as a 35-year-old black male
standing 6 foot 2 inches tall and
weighing approximately 175
lbs. He has brown hair, brown
eyes, and a birthmark around
his left eyebrow.
“We miss you and all your
friends and relatives are searching for you. Wherever you are,
send us a signal. No matter
what, we will come to get you,
son,” Theopolis father, Larry
Moses London told ABC 7 Los
Angeles News.
Earlier this week, it was reported that the rapper was
found safe and reunited with
family.

What Should I Wear to the CaSIno?
By Staff

UNITED STATES—Visiting a
casino is one of the most popular pastimes across the globe,
providing hours of entertainment for those experienced
and new alike. Whether it be a
strategic game of poker, blackjack or a game of chance like
slots, there’s something for
everyone to play, no matter
the skill level or interests.
Today, visiting a casino provides a whole evening of entertainment in which venues
often also have a bar, restaurant
and many other entertainment
features. For those that don’t
feel like venturing out there’s
also the option to play poker
online, as well as many other
games that can now be accessed across the world
through the internet.
Of course, for those times
you do feel like venturing out,
visiting the casino can be a
great occasion to dress up and
really go to town on your
evening out. Below, we’ll take
a look at what you can wear to
a casino.
Casino dress codes
When it comes to casino
dress codes, every casino can be
different and some are stricter
about what to wear than in others. In general, smart casual is
ok to many casinos, especially
in the day. However, if you’re
going to a more upscale casino
or are visiting in the evening
then a suit is more likely expected as the norm.
Some general rules of thumb
to abide by include:
-Don’t wear flip flops
-Avoid wearing sneakers
-Don’t wear dirty clothes
-Don’t wear casual in the
evening (even at a resort setting)
-Check the dress code online
before going there
-The more expensive or exclusive a casino, the nicer you
should dress
Wearing black tie

Do you know what you are planning to wear if you head to the casino?
Black tie is one of the most
formal and one of the most frequent dress codes to be used in
a casino. Black tie dress codes
usually begin at 6pm in the
evening, as well as being used
for VIP lounges and special
events.
For men, black tie usually
consists of the following:
-A dinner jacket (This is a
waist length jacket without
tails). The matching trousers
are usually expected too.
-A white button down, collared shirt
-A tie or bow tie
-Black formal shoes and
black socks
-A waistcoat, although this is
optional and isn’t always expected
For men, black tie usually
consists of the following:
-Floor length gowns, but a
cocktail dress can sometimes
be accepted too.
-A well-cut pant suit is also
an option if you prefer not to
wear a dress
-Evening shoes with a heel
-More classic silhouettes
-Dark and classy colours
When it comes to accessories, choose a few elegant
pieces such as pearl earrings
and a small pendant necklace.
It’s best to keep a less is more
mindset when it comes to ac-

cessories.
Wearing white tie
Black tie is a common dress
code but what is white code you
ask? White tie is even more formal than black tie and can
also be known as ‘full evening
dress’. Think James Bond attire
when trying to achieve this
look and you’ll do just fine.
Often, a white tie dress code
is only required for special occasions, such as a high-dollar
charity benefit.
For men, white tie usually
consists of the following:
-Fitted black dress coat with
tails and trousers with a satin
stripe
-A white tux shirt with a bib
front
-Wing Collars
-Shirt studs and cufflinks
-White vest and white bow tie
-Smart black leather shoes
For women, white tie usually consists of the following:
-A Floor-length gown or a
ball gowns
-Elegant jewellery, again less
is more here
-Small purses, like a clutch
bag
-White gloves are also optional
Casual Wear
Of course, not all casinos
require a fancy dress code and
many allow a casual dress code.

Many casinos are based on resorts in hot climates, meaning
it wouldn’t be comfortable to
wear a formal attire and shorts
and a more casual linen shirt
are much more appropriate.
Such casinos are often located
in the likes of Nevada where
casinos are also attached to a
hotel and a casual dress code is
also more appropriate.
How to prepare for your first
casino visit
Your first casino visit can be
exciting and nerve wracking at
the same time as you’re not
sure what to expect and can feel
pressured to perform as many
people in the casino will already
be experienced. However, it’s
important to remember that
everyone was learning the
ropes at one time and the most
important thing is to have fun
and soak up the experience.
Overall, casinos vary vastly
when it comes to dress codes.
If in doubt, many casinos have
a website that details their
dress code. It’s always best to
err on the side of caution,
however you don’t want to
show up overdressed too. Most
importantly, enjoy the experience, observe the climate and
check the dress code before you
go.

